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Company Name: ___________________________________________________ 

Employee Name:  __________________________________________________      Date of Hire___________________ 

Supervisor: _______________________________________________________      ☐ Initial Training   ☐ Recurrent Training    

    

DATE  INITIALS (Supervisor) 

_____ ________ Viewed Aircraft Fueling and General Operations Module  

_____ ________ Passed Examination on Aircraft Fueling and General Operations module 

_____ ________ Fueling and General Operations 

☐Trainee has been trained on proper operation of all mobile refueling equipment and local driving 

guidelines for the airport’s ramp operations area with consideration of and adherence to the following:  

☐Never approach an aircraft at a speed greater than 5-10 MPH 

☐Test brakes before making final approach toward an aircraft 

☐Park vehicle with a clear exit path in the event of an emergency 

☐Maintain a minimum distance of 10 feet from aircraft engines and fuel vents 

☐Park with a clear view of the vehicle control panel and aircraft fueling points but never obstruct 

aircraft exits or block loading areas 

☐Always chock vehicle 

☐Never fuel inside any enclosed building including hangars 

☐Always bond the refueling equipment to the aircraft prior to making any other fueling connection 

to the airplane 

☐Utilize fuel nozzle bonding cable/clip 

☐Pull hoses out along paths where they are in no danger of being run over by ground service 

vehicles and won’t block passenger access to the aircraft 

☐Never allow fueling hoses to cross over or rest on ground power unit (GPU) cables 

supplying external power to an aircraft 

☐Use protective wing mats during all overwing refueling operations 

☐Never conduct fueling during aircraft maintenance procedures that could provide an ignition 

source for vapors 

☐All radio and radar equipment in the vicinity need to be off during the entire fueling procedure 

☐Inspect vehicle and aircraft fuel system for leaks under full flow conditions 

☐Restrict ramp access to authorized personnel only 
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☐Taking a Fuel Order 

☐Trainee understands the importance of correctly taking a fuel order and acquiring the following 

information: 

☐Tail number 

☐Type of aircraft 

☐Grade and quantity of fuel requested 

☐Special fueling requirements: 

☐Anti-icing additive (FSII) 

☐Other services: 

☐Engine oil 

☐Location of the aircraft 

☐Prevention of Misfueling 

☐Trainee understands what “misfueling” is and can discuss the potential consequences (equipment 

damage/failure; plane crash; loss of life) 

☐Trainee understands and can discuss “selective couplings” and their usage (J-spout won’t fit into 

the fill port of an avgas aircraft; avgas bottom loading nozzles won’t couple to the bottom loading 

connection on a Jet-A refuel truck, etc.)  

☐Trainee knows what to do if the nozzle spout doesn’t fit the fill port of the plane being serviced 

(Stop operations immediately and contact a supervisor before proceeding)  

☐Trainee checks aircraft placards (if equipped) to confirm grade of fuel and verifies fuel order 

with the pilot/flight crew  

☐Ladders 

☐Chooses a good quality ladder suitable for the task being performed with consideration of the 

following: 

☐Height 

☐Weight limitations 

☐Observes manufacturer’s safety instructions 

☐Never use(s) unstable or damaged ladders 

☐FSII Orders 

☐Trainee checks additive level in supply tank before fulfilling any fuel orders for Jet-A with FSII 

and frequently throughout shift 

☐Trainee wears proper personal protective equipment (PPE) when handling FSII 
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☐Trainee checks desiccant dryer and knows how to determine if it needs replacing, and the 

procedure to follow for replacement 

☐Trainee understands the importance of reporting any suspected injector deficiencies for 

immediate repair  

☐Special Fueling Situations 

☐Fueling with Passengers Aboard 

☐Trainee has been trained per local guidelines to safeguard passengers, crew members, 

ground personnel and equipment with consideration of the following guidelines:  

☐Fuel technician, flight crew, cabin crew and ramp agents have specific roles 

during the fueling process to ensure everyone’s safety 

☐Safety is of the utmost importance 

☐A crew member must always be present  

☐Smoking is not permitted on board or in the vicinity of the aircraft 

☐Passenger seatbelts should remain unfastened during the fueling process 

☐Exit door(s) must remain opened and unobstructed and passenger stairs be 

present for exiting in the event of an emergency 

☐Hot Fueling 

☐Trainee has been trained per local guidelines and is aware that fueling while an 

aircraft’s engine is running is extremely dangerous and therefore not recommended and 

is prohibited on many airports by the local authority having jurisdiction (always follow 

local requirements; additional information can be found in FAA-SAFO 10020 & NFPA 

407) 

☐Defueling 

☐Trainee has been trained per local guidelines on the removal of fuel from an aircraft (if 

allowed) with consideration of the following: 

☐Defueling poses serious concerns from a Quality Control standpoint: 

☐Fuel removed from the aircraft is co-mingled with any product in the 

refueler’s tank and, now all of the fuel in the refueler, can no longer be 

guaranteed to meet D1655/D910 without being recertified by a 

laboratory 

☐Trainee has reviewed the FBO’s documented procedure for handling defuel 

product and understands the following: 

☐Never offload defueled product into general fuel storage 

☐Product should be defueled into a segregated container or dedicated 

defuel truck and not into a fuel truck used for fueling other aircraft 

☐Defueled product should be returned to the same aircraft 
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☐If defueled product cannot be returned to the same aircraft 

then it should be considered waste fuel and disposed of 

accordingly 

☐Thunderstorms and Lightning 

☐Some airports are equipped with detection systems that notify airport operations when 

lightning strikes within 8 miles of the airport, however most are not so it is important to 

remember the following: 

☐Fueling during thunderstorms and lightning strikes is not recommended 

☐It can be difficult to determine how far away a thunderstorm is and whether it 

is moving away from or toward the airport 

☐NFPA 407 states that sound travels at approximately 322 

meters/second or 1/5 mile per second 

☐Approximate number of miles to the storm can be 

determined by counting the seconds between the flash of 

lightning and the sound of the thunder and dividing that number 

by 5 

☐Trainee has been trained in company policy/local authority requirements with 

consideration of these minimum recommendations: 

☐It is generally safe to continue ramp operations when a storm is within 8 miles 

of the airport 

☐Ramp personnel should remain alert for lightning and suspend all ramp 

operations if lightning is observed within 5 miles of the airport and not resume 

operations until no strikes have been observed in the area for a minimum of 15 

minutes 

☐If ramp operations are suspended in the middle of a fueling procedure: 

☐If fueling overwing- replace fuel cap(s) so rain water is not 

introduced to the fuel tanks 

☐If fueling underwing- disconnect nozzle from the aircraft, 

turn off any power to the fuel panel and close the access door to 

prevent any damage by strong winds 

☐When in doubt check with supervisor/manager, exercise caution and 

use good judgment  

 Remarks: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________  


